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We acknowledge the 
people as the traditional custodians of the lands and waters where 
our centre is located and recognise their continuing connection to 
country. We pay our respects to Elders past and present, and extend 
that respect to all Aboriginal peoples. 
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Service Context
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Statement of Philosophy

Context
Enter your site philosophy in the box below, or alternatively attach as 
an additional document via the Comment option under the Tools tab
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Quality Area 1: Educational Program and Practice

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review 
and evaluate
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Quality Area 2: Children’s Health and Safety 

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review 
and evaluate
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Quality Area 3: Physical Environment

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review 
and evaluate
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5
Review 
and evaluate

Quality Area 4: Staffing Arrangements

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community
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5
Review 
and evaluate

Quality Area 5: Relationships with Children

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community
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5
Review 
and evaluate

Quality Area 6: Collaborative Partnerships with Families and Communities

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community
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5
Review 
and evaluate

Quality Area 7: Governance and Leadership

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community



Includes:

• Learning Improvement goals

• National Quality Framework priorities

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Preschool Quality Improvement Planning handbook explains how to do this. In addition your education director will

provide support.

• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 and have it approved by the director/principal, governing council chairperson and education director.

• Email this plan (steps 1 – 3) to your education director.

• Ensure your preschool quality improvement plan is readily available on request to parents and families, and officers of the Education Standards Board.

• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the year.

• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year.

• Your complete quality improvement plan should be reviewed and updated in term 4 each year.

For further information and advice contact your local education team.
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Quality Improvement Plan for 



Challenge of practice: 

Actions NQS links Timeline Resources Responsibility

Success criteria
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Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3
Determine 

challenge of 
practice

2
Analyse 
and prioritise

1Learning Improvement Plan
Goal 1:
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Plan 
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and prioritise

1Learning Improvement Plan
Goal 2:

Challenge of practice: 

Actions NQS links Timeline Resources Responsibility
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1Learning Improvement Plan
Goal 3:
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Actions NQS links Timeline Resources Responsibility
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Priority NQS links Key steps Timeline Resources Responsibility

National Quality Framework priorities 
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Approvals

Approved by director/principal

Name

Date

Name

Date

Approved by governing council chairperson

Name

Date

Approved by education director 


	Service approval number: Kindergarten: SE - 0010209Occasional Care: RSE - 00014544
	Service Context: Callington Kindergarten is a standalone service that is located on the Callington Primary School grounds and was established in the early 1980's. Callington Primary School and Kindergarten are the only educational establishment within a 25km radius. We are located in a semi rural community (Inner regional) with limited access to facilities and public transport.We are a part time centre that offers both Kindergarten and Occasional Care.For 2021 the kindergarten will operate as a 0.5 centre. We offer full day sessions 8.30am-3.15pm every Tuesday and Wednesday, with additional sessions on a Thursday twice a term to ensure we meet the required number of hours. With very limited child care options in the community, our operating hours are reflective of this.Occasional Care provides 3 funded sessions a week with places for both under 2 and over 2 year old's.Monday: 9.00am - 12.00pm Under 2 and over 2 year old's - Stand alone sessionWednesday: 9.00am - 12.00pm Over 2 year old's, ran within the kindergarten session.The site is part of the Child Welling Program and has a Wellbeing Officer who attends as required.Staffing ratio's for 2021 are currently Director ECW, with additional ECW for pre-school support as required, and Occasional Care workers.The Marte Meo approach is a strong focus of our site, and all staff have extensive experience in this.The site offers a daily breakfast program provided through KIckstart for Kids.
	PriorityRow1: Identify areas/facilities that require upgrading at site as an area of priority. Use maintenance grant to support this 
	NQS linksRow1: QA2, QA3
	TimelineRow1: Term 1
	ResourcesRow1: Budget
	ResponsibilityRow1: Site leader
	TimelineRow2: Throughout the year
	ResourcesRow2: Budget, facilities manager
	ResponsibilityRow2: site leader - Facilities manager
	PriorityRow2: To provide opportunities for community members to become more involved in our services and develop a deeper understanding of our site practices through a play group and parent info afternoons
	NQS linksRow2: QA1, QA4, QA5, QA6
	TimelineRow3: On going
	ResourcesRow3: Budget - Contractor
	ResponsibilityRow3: Site Leader
	TimelineRow4: Term 1
	ResourcesRow4: BudgetCommunities for Children
	ResponsibilityRow4: Site Leader
	TimelineRow5: Term 2?
	ResourcesRow5: BudgetFamily interest?
	ResponsibilityRow5: Site Leader
	NQS linksRow3: QA6, QA7
	TimelineRow6: Term 1 - ongoing
	ResourcesRow6: Budget
	ResponsibilityRow6: Site Leader
	TimelineRow7: Term 1 
	ResourcesRow7: CommunityBudget
	ResponsibilityRow7: Director
	TimelineRow8: Term 1 - ongoing
	Upload School Logo Here: 
	Quality Area 1: Educational Program and Practice: Throughout our practice, Educators use approved learning frameworks to inform planning and enhance the learning development for each child.The service philosophy is at the heart of what we believe, promote and practice and supports the services broader vision for quality. Exceeding Theme 1: Practice is embedded in service operationAll educators demonstrate a deep understanding of our context and adapt our program and practices accordingly to the meet the required needs. We work collaboratively to consistently develop and implement a purposeful and responsive educational program that reflects and builds on knowledge, strengthens, ideas, culture, abilities and interests of each child and maximise their learning opportunities. An example of this is our morning mat time. Throughout the year the mat time evolves and adapts to the children's abilities, developing confidence, and current learning needs and objectives. It also presents intentional teaching moments to address the Literacy and Numeracy Indicators. Through the use of critical reflection, both in the moment and retrospectively, individually and collectively, adaptations to the program are reactive to the children's needs and requirementsExceeding Theme 2: Practice is informed by critical reflectionThe use of reflective practice plays an essential role at our site ensuring that we meet the developmentally appropriate needs of each child using a strengths based approach. Our Marte Meo pedagogy supports each learning moment and uses children's voice as a key driver within this. Critical reflection is used in a variety of ways within our site; both individually and with each other to inform our planning and to extend children's learning and development. The use of video reviewing showing children at play within our Marte Meo practice, enables us to identify areas of development at an individual level. The use of the Boxall Profile gives educators a sound understanding of each child's social and emotional development and this information is used to support the development of short term learning plans for each child, targeted Marte Meo strategies and identified areas of growth.Exceeding Theme 3: Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and the communityOur services engagement with families is reflective of our site and context. Being a small site, we are able to greet each and every family individually, on every occasion. Using this approach we support both families and children to grow. Once strong partnerships are built, families are more willing to become involved in the service in several ways. From sharing a story about their child, seeking advice from educators, contributing recycled resources, taking part in shared learning experiences like coffee afternoons, or the site seeking their opinions, families are support and encouraged to be included to a level with which they are comfortable. The use of Storypark (App Based) has enabled both immediate and extended family (Interstate and across the world) to view children's learning in 'real time'. The number of views and comments on posts are evidence that this is building stronger engagement with families. Parents are also sharing their own ideas; creating a shared learning community. The site also supports the community-based initiatives of Mainly Music and The Pantry Club, which many families are involved in.
	Quality Area 2: Children’s Health and Safety: Exceeding Theme 1: Practice is embedded in service operationsChild wellbeing, socially, emotionally and physically is a key focus for our site in both Occasional Care and Kindergarten. All staff are consistently attuned to and respond to the changing needs of each and every child. The use of Marte Meo practices, and limited use of questioning provide a non confronting environment that has helped our children to feel safe, secure and supported; who are comfortable to share their needs with us. It supports the children during daily interaction moments and develop a sense of belonging, growing in self-confidence and building strong trusting relationships with educators and peers.The opportunity for each child to rest as required is provided throughout the day, with each having an individually labelled pillow and blanket. An approved evacuation cot is available for those children under 2 attending Occasional Care.Within the daily program children are actively promoted to eat healthily and use effective hygiene practices throughout both services. This is evident through the children being taught effective handwashing procedures and the use of visual clues. COVID-19 has also led the need to further reinforce this and promoted the use of hand sanitizer for both children and staff and to be carried out on a more regular basis and before or after certain actions e.g. entering the building.  Increased cleaning on a daily basis of all frequently used touch surfaces continues to promote a safe environment. Toast, fruit, milk and yogurt are available every morning through the Kick Start for Kids program. Shared fruit time mid morning, and a weekly bread making session further promotes healthy eating choices and a wider understanding of where food comes from. Exceeding Theme 2: Practice is informed by critical reflectionRisk assessments are in place to ensure child safety across both services. Educators provide adequate supervision and take reasonable precautions to protect children from harm and hazard, and are responsive and adjust supervision strategies as required. Clear communication between all staff is essential , and positive relationships in our site support this. The use of Marte Meo helps to support children and promote their safety in 'tricky' moments where a social justice situation has arisen. Educators take into account the rights of every child and how they can be met in these situations. Reflection, both individually and verbally with another staff member is a regular practice to evaluate if the situation met the needs of all children. As a staff team, we reflect together on safety related issues, and make changes to practices and policies as required to strengthen our approach. Emergency procedures are regularly reviewed, practiced in theory and practically, with staff and with children. COVID -19 has led to a number of changes at the  site to ensure we are providing a safe environment and complying with the DfE directives. E.g consideration to the play experiences that are provided to reduce possible touch contamination. Exceeding Theme 3: Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and the community.Our morning 'chat' with parents in both Occasional Care and Kindergarten play a key role in ensuring that the elements within this standard are met. For example: sunscreen is provided and parents are reminded to apply it, child wellbeing is often discussed. The day book is used as a record of any messages, notes regarding individual children, and a form of communication between staff. Parents are kept informed of any health or safety issues that may affect their child or family (e.g. extreme weather/bushfire, You've got what info leaflets) through letter, text, Storypark community posts and verbally.Through the site highlighting the complexities of our location and bushfire risk, we have now been identified as a site at risk on Catastrophic days in both Mt Lofty and Murraylands region, the site will now close on such days helping to ensure the safety of children families and staff.
	Quality Area 3: Physical Environment: Exceeding Theme 1: Practice is embedded in service operationsAll indoor and outdoor spaces support the full  participation of every child, with adaptations been made accordingly on the days of Occasional Care to suit the under 2 children. The spaces are flexible and stimulating to enhance each child's development and learning. The centre was repainted in neutral colours and 'de-cluttered' after consultation with Pediatric Occupational Therapy team. Staff continue to maintain a 'calm and uncluttered environment' to support those children who can be easily overloaded through sensory input; this also supports our Marte Meo pedagogy and consistency in approach and supportive interactions. The large table we use for both learning experiences and eating together continues to build a sense of community, provides an inclusive,  and purposeful space that enhances learning and developmental outcomes for all children.Children are supported in developing an awareness to care for the natural environment in a number of ways. Sorting rubbish and chicken scraps at fruit and lunch, reusing materials within learning experiences, watering and caring for the plants in the outside area and planting seeds that can be grown at home.Exceeding Theme 2: Practice is informed by critical reflection.Through our work with the OT team a key focus was task design and the use of resources to ensure they met the needs of ALL children across both services. As a result of this, educators continually reflect on learning experiences, children's engagement in the play-based learning, and ensure individually appropriate resources are available to meet the interest and developmental needs for both Kindergarten and Occasional Care children.Play spaces are kept safe, clean and well-maintained at all times. They support the access and full participation of every child, promote and positively support children's interactions with space, materials and each other, and many are flexible and stimulating to enhance each child's development and learning.Through observations it was identified a need for children to have further opportunities for large body movement. This year we have a created a bike area to further support children's gross motor development; it has provided a much wider range of learning experiences that have gone beyond our expectations. For example, some of the bikes enable the children to take passengers, sharing, cooperation skills, team work, negotiation and sharing of ideas occurs on a daily basis, it has also requires the children to be more aware of their immediate environment, and promotes spatial awareness as well as anticipation skills.Exceeding Theme 3: Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and the community. Educators have a deep understanding of the communities needs. We welcome, reflect, draw on the voices, and priorities and strengths of the children and families at our service. This is evident through the programs we offer, interactions with children and families and the ways they become involved. Our physical environment uses the space we have effectively when considering some of the limitations we face. Extensive shaded areas provide safe play environments outside, particularly when the UV is elevated. With the additional $20,000 grant this year, Governing Council were consulted over possible use of this money. It was agreed shade blinds would be purchased for the veranda area as well as fencing for the creation of the bike park.
	Quality Area 4: Staffing Arrangements: Exceeding Theme 1: Practice is embedded in service operationsThe continuation of staff where possible is a key component to us providing a consistent and predictable environment for our children. This ensures familiarity and enhances the children's wellbeing, learning and development, the use of a regular relief teacher and continued employment of last years ECW contributes to this. As a results, embedded practices (for example our Mat times and bread making), continue, exclusive of the staff on site.  Site leader is Marte Meo Colleague Trained and currently undertaking Supervisor training; this continues to ensure the practices and pedagogy that surround this are followed. Positive relationships amongst staff and the service community play a key role in our success. Through effective collaboration, mutual respect, and recognising and drawing on each others strengths, a culture which supports collective educator efficacy has been created. Evidence of this can be found through Marte Meo reviews of interactions with children, the strengths based approach that is used demonstrates how effective practice supports children's development and encourages staff to continue with this approach. (See Marte Meo Staff review video) Exceeding Theme 2: Practice is informed by critical reflection.With the culture of collaboration, all educators are comfortable to reflect on events, learning experiences, the services environment, and interactions with each other, children and families. This is often done on a verbal basis as issues arise. As a service team we are reactive to emerging needs and reflect together on the opportunities to further enhance children's wellbeing, learning and development, and make changes to the environment, learning experiences or resources as required to meet the identified need.Amongst staff there is a level of equality which demonstrate that all opinions and educator knowledge is valued, and there is respect for all. Combined educator input for completion of Boxall profile and critical reflection used to inform our planning and development of the learning environment to ensure the needs of all children are met, is an example of this.Exceeding Theme 3: Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and the community.All educators work together to promote a culture of inclusiveness and sense of belonging for all children, families and the community. We build relationships with families that include the exchange of ideas and best practice. This is evident through the use of our Storypark App.Our levels of engagement with outside services also support our families. The site has a Child Wellbeing Officer that visits weekly and works with families as required.The sites journey of continuous Improvement and use of critical reflection to support this has been shared with other sites. The site leader now has the capacity to train other educators from different sites to Marte Meo Practioner level.  Extending meaningful engagement to a educational learning community.
	Quality Area 5: Relationships with Children: Exceeding Theme 1: Practice is embedded in service operationsThe use of our Marte Meo Pedagogy underpins the strong and positive relationships we build with children. It supports children in daily interaction moments, enables educators to build trusting relationships to support each child to feel safe, secure, confident and included. Through the use of 'linking up' and 'up-lifting' social information, these  Marte Meo techniques provide:  * A consistent approach to behaviour guidance to ensure each child is supported ay all times to regulate their own behaviour, respond appropriately to the behaviour of others and give the children a means to communicate effectively to resolve conflict. *Enable educators to facilitate cooperative and collaborative learning opportunities, and ensure every child is consistently supported to collaborate, learn from and help others.The use of a consistent approach, routines and safe supportive learning experiences enables the children to build a strong sense of self worth and achievement. This provides a basis for them to continue to develop a strong foundation within the learning dispositions. An example of how our approach supports the children to be confident an involved learners, can be seen in our Bread making Video.Exceeding Theme 2: Practice is informed by critical reflection.The use of the Boxall profile for all age appropriate children provides educators with a clear and detailed picture of children's social and emotional development. Through discussion and critical reflection we are able to provide a program that best meets the needs of each child which is individually developmentally appropriate. This, combined with our Marte Meo pedagogy, strengthens our levels of engagement with children and therefore building stronger relationships. The use of video review of children playing both provides a platform for effective critical reflection, targeted educator discussion and ensures our practises are meeting the needs of the children.Exceeding Theme 3: Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and the communityThe use of the Storypark App  has increased parent involvement in their child's learning considerably. Educators are able to share learning moment with families (immediate and extended) in real time. It has created a much more inclusive approach and a platform to also support educator/parent dialogue, with parents sharing learning they have seen at home., and how their child has transferred knowledge to different situations.  Parents have also commented that it is a good way to share their child's learning with them after they have been at kindy for the day. (See examples??) Parents are also informed of their child's development through the Portfolio Books and twice yearly statement of learning. Parents are always given the opportunity to share their reflections with us.
	Quality Area 6: Collaborative Partnerships with Families and Communities: Exceeding Theme 1: Practice is embedded in service operationsEach family that inquires about the services available at our site are given an individual enrolment and orientation visit. During this process we establish the values, culture and beliefs of each family and priorities for their child's learning. Where possible, we tailor the services we can offer in accordance to the families needs. Information about the service is shared with families in a number of ways including, verbally, written, by text and through community announcements on Storypark.  The site establishes and maintains ongoing collaborative partnerships with the community where possible and support agencies to enhance children's learning, wellbeing and participation. The site is part of the Child Wellbeing Program, and has a visiting officer on a weekly basis. Through this service we are able to refer families who may require further assistance. Strong links have been established with the school and regular consultation takes place with them, examples of this include sharing information about families, emergency procedures and protocols and general support. Building on previous experience we have worked closely to establish a supportive and positive transition process for the children moving to school. Initially with informal visits and then by providing a member of staff to go with the children on their first 2 formal visits to school. With  meetings with the teacher and principle information sharing around supportive Marte meo methods for each child and the Boxall Profile have been key components to this process.Exceeding Theme 2: Practice is informed by critical reflection.Critical reflection plays a key role in the collaborative approach and involvement of families that we aim to achieve across the services. Much of the involvement is reflective of our context and the needs of the families. Events which involve families coming together and being part of their child's learning with a small focus e.g craft activities or Easter and an afternoon tea, have proven to be effective and well attended. These events build on educator and family engagement, but also support the families coming together and building connections with other parents.Again, the use of Storypark has proved to be an effective method to further involve families in our service. Exceeding Theme 3: Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and the communityThrough our coffee afternoons, morning/afternoon conversations with parents, information leaflets and Storypark app we actively support families to build relationships with other families and relevant community services (e.g. Pantry Club), Family Day Care) to strengthen child, parenting and family outcomes. We consistently tailor our approaches of communicating and engaging with each family in recognition of their circumstances and willingness to participate from enrolment. We use being a smaller site to our advantage, with much of our engagement being through welcoming conversation, creating a sense of belonging and inclusion to all the family. This has proved to build trusting relationships and support families to feel comfortable to share many aspects of their lives with us, seek advice, given the service an avenue to promote family wellbeing and if appropriate places where they can seek further support.
	Quality Area 7: Governance and Leadership:  Exceeding Theme 1: Practice is embedded in service operationsThe service philosophy has been created with consultation from all staff. It underpins and reflects the aims of the site and is reflective of the needs of the community and the families that access our services. With the site having a Marte Meo focus, consideration of this is taken into account for staff selection and professional training and development. All staff, including relief staff, are able to articulate their roles and responsibilities, in relation to each other, children and families, and  how the Marte Meo pedagogy supports our interactions and curriculum decisions.Exceeding Theme 2: Practice is informed by critical reflection.Critical Reflection plays a key role in ensuring the site continues to strive for continuous and sustainable improvement. Over the last 4 years many new initiates have become embedded practice at the site, including Marte Meo practices, use of Boxall Profile, task design and developmentally appropriate resourcing. The outcomes of these have been improved outcomes for our children, (noted by the growth they make through Boxall profile end of year review) reflection is used to inform educators that these interventions are still meeting the needs of the children as required. This can be verbally and in the moment, or written and discussed at a later date. It ensures a responsive approach is used to provided a supportive and nurturing learning environment. The goal established for this QIP was done so through effective self-assessment, the use of data collected, and also through conversations with the Primary School. Through consultation with the school it highlights that as a learning community we are supportive of a continuity of learning, and are providing a learning environment that will be met the child's needs beyond kindergarten.Exceeding Theme 3: Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and the communityFamilies are actively encouraged and supported to engage in the service in a meaningful way. This is done primarily through conversations and attending events, however we do seek opinions through the use of the Storypark App and questionnaires if that suits the situation. We offer an open door policy that encourages parents  to discuss there child's development with us at anytime. we provide opportunities to comment on the statement of learning, respond to Storypark learning stories as well as view their individual child's Portfolio book at anytime.The establishment of a Governing Council during 2020 has been a huge gain for the site. Despite the restrictions of COVID, it has been a wonderful opportunity to get families back involved in some of the decision making processes and problem solve some of the issues COVID has created!
	PriorityRow3: With the establishment of a Governing Council in 2020 continue to build on this progress - Develop site knowledge of Gov Council responsibilities and involvement in the service
	TimelineRow9: 
	ResourcesRow8: 
	ResourcesRow9: 
	ResponsibilityRow8: 
	ResponsibilityRow9: 
	KeyStepsRow1: Compile site audit of facilities that are in need of an upgrade.
	KeyStepsRow2: Obtain quotes through use of Facilities manager for those that are to be centrally managed
	KeyStepsRow3: Obtain quotes for any works that are site managed
	KeyStepsRow4: Explore possibility of providing a pop-up playgroup - contact communities for children for possible support.
	KeyStepsRow5: Provide parent info afternoon with 'Introduction to Marte Meo' and how this is used at our site to support children's learning.
	KeyStepsRow6: Create approved facebook 'adverts' to post on community chat pages to inform families of OC care and kindy.
	KeyStepsrow7: Contact families regarding Gov Council Involvement  - AGM
	KeyStepsRow8: Seek Department support on Gov Council Info
	KeyStepsRow9: 
	Learning improvement plan goal 1: To strengthen children's understanding of key literacy concepts to become effective communicators and to engage with a range of texts and gain meaning from these text. 
	Goal 1 Challenge of practice: If we develop our understandings of the processes required to develop phonological awareness,and provide intentional teaching moments with this focus, we will improve the children's awareness and ability to use phonological skills .
	Goal 1 Action 1: Each term create a plan that will highlight the literacy concepts to be taught - demonstrating how these will show progression of skills throughout the term using child understanding and knowledge as a base point. Use on going PDP through Orbis training to support this.
	Goal 1 Action 2: With an initial focus on phonological awareness, collate and review resources that will support the implementation of the term plan. Repeat for each term.
	Goal 1 Action 3: Use Marte Meo techniques to support children's engagement and learning in phonological awareness in planned and free play moments. Use video review to analyse key areas of development for each child and examine how staff can best support them.
	Goal 1 Action 4: Review and focus on children's progress against the relevant literacy indicators. Through this process critically reflect on literacy plan twice a term. Use this information to create and review individual STLG.
	Goal 1 NQS links 1: QA1, 
	Goal 1 NQS links 2: QA1
	Goal 1 NQS links 3: QA1, QA2, QA4, QA5, QA7
	Goal 1 NQS links 4: QA1, QA5, QA7
	Goal 1 Timeline 1: Termly
	Goal 1 Timeline 2: Before start of each term.
	Goal 1 Timeline 3: Ongoing reflectionVideo review - twice a term
	Goal 1 Timeline 4: Twice a term
	Goal 1 Resources 1: EYLF, Literacy Indicators, Preschool Literacy HandbookOrbis training,Budget
	Goal 1 Resources 2: EYLF, Literacy Indicators, Preschool Literacy HandbookOrbis training, Kindergarten Q program
	Goal 1 Resources 3: Budget, Staff, PDP, staff meetingsCollegial conversations 
	Goal 1 Resources 4: EYLF, Literacy Indicators, Preschool Literacy HandbookOrbis training,
	Goal 1 Responsibility 1: Director
	Goal 1 Responsibility 2: Director/ECW support
	Goal 1 Responsibility 3: All staff
	Goal 1 Responsibility 4: Director
	Goal 1 Success Criteria: Increase in child understanding, use and engagement in phonological concepts (Rhyming, syllables, inital sounds, playing with words) in both scaffolded learning moments and free play.Evidence: Observational data, data collection - snap shot of child responses. Marte Meo video review. Individual assessment against Literacy Indicators. End of year PASM review ?
	Goal 2 Action 2: 
	Goal 2 Action 3: 
	Goal 2 Action 4: 
	Goal 2 Timeline 2: 
	Goal 2 Timeline 3: 
	Goal 2 Timeline 4: 
	Goal 2 Resources 2: 
	Goal 2 Resources 3: 
	Goal 2 Resources 4: 
	Goal 2 Responsibility 2: 
	Goal 2 Responsibility 3: 
	Goal 2 Responsibility 4: 
	Learning improvement plan goal 2: 
	Goal 2 Challenge of practice: 
	Goal 2 Action 1: 
	Goal 2 NQS links 1: 
	Goal 2 Timeline 1: 
	Goal 2 Resources 1: 
	Goal 2 Responsibility 1: 
	Goal 2 Success Criteria: 
	Goal 3 Action 1: 
	Goal 3 Action 2: 
	Goal 3 Action 3: 
	Goal 3 Action 4: 
	Goal 2 NQS links 2: 
	Goal 2 NQS links 3: 
	Goal 2 NQS links 4: 
	Goal 3 NQS links 1: 
	Goal 3 NQS links 2: 
	Goal 3 NQS links 3: 
	Goal 3 NQS links 4: 
	Goal 3 Timeline 1: 
	Goal 3 Timeline 2: 
	Goal 3 Timeline 3: 
	Goal 3 Timeline 4: 
	Goal 3 Resources 1: 
	Goal 3 Resources 2: 
	Goal 3 Resources 3: 
	Goal 3 Resources 4: 
	Goal 3 Responsibility 1: 
	Goal 3 Responsibility 2: 
	Goal 3 Responsibility 3: 
	Goal 3 Responsibility 4: 
	Goal 3 Success Criteria: 
	Learning improvement plan goal 3: 
	Goal 3 Challenge of practice: 
	Director Name: 
	Approval date: 
	Governing council name: 
	Governing council Date: 
	Education director name: 
	Education director date: 
	Service name: Callington Kindergarten
	acknowledgement: Paramangk and Ngarrindjeri
	Enter Year Here: 2021
	Statement of Philosophy: At Callington Kindergarten and Occasional Care:*We recognise, value and respect every child and every family for their knowledge, culture and ideas their bring to our learning community.* As a whole site staff team we practice the Marte Meo pedagogy, using a strengths-based approach, that is developmentally appropriate for each child, building on their individual ideas and personal interests.*We believe in the power of strong and trusting relationships to develop these strengths in every child, every day and in every learning moment. *Through the Early Years Learning Framework, Literacy and Numeracy Indicators, we empower the children to activate their learning and support them to share this joy with their families. *Through a play-based curriculum, we promote the development of learning dispositions and support the children to develop the passion to be life-long learners.
	QIP Site name: Callington Kindergarten and Occasional Care


